Host Tim says:
The S.S. Harwell crew has been beamed to the Dublin's shuttle with a trole.  Trole is in a force field and had been knocked out via gas.

Host Tim says:
The Dublin has been experiencing some system failures, auto targeting and replicators are shut down.

Host Tim says:
Scans show 72 troles on Dublin's deck 7; many EPS conduits have been chewed on.

Host Tim says:
Message from Starbase 10 has declared the Starbase quarantined; no ships in or out.

Host Tim says:
CSO has determined that the troles are a hybrid of tribbles and Cardassian voles.

Host Tim says:
<<<Resume Mission; Fur balls for dinner? >>>

FCO_Cmdr_Adams-MacLeod says:
@:: grabs Hyde by the collar and shakes him :: Hyde: Just grab the cage while I grab it! For Pete's sake Hyde, act like a man for once. :: looks over at Paige and motions to her to stand by to drop the field ::

ACO_Cmdr_Jakiel says:
::pacing the Dublin's bridge in front of the Captain's chair.  Runs a hand through her golden strands, becoming more and more anxious about the deteriorating situation::  All: Reports everyone, please!

EO_Ens_Delgado says:
::in deck 7's cargo bay, checks some calculations on his PADD one last time then taps his communicator:: *CO*: Ma'am I think that if we use a resonating electron equalizer on the ionic flux inducer we may obtain what you asked me. But it will take time. In the meanwhile I suggest we isolate deck 7 with force fields to keep the troles on this deck.

Host Capt_Hyde says:
@::pulls away from the Commander and stumbles toward the cage::

FCO_Cmdr_Adams-MacLeod says:
@ CTO: Paige, ready?

CTO_Lt_Harker says:
@FCO: Aye Ma'am. ::hand hovers over button with other hand  holding out a hand phaser.::

Host Capt_Hyde says:
@::picks up the cage, eyes wide with fear::

CSO_Lt_Wildstar says:
ACO: Ma’am, I believe they are heading to main engineering.

ACO_Cmdr_Jakiel says:
::stops her pacing to listen to the engineer's explanation, though it's slightly above her.  Looks over at Wildstar:: *EO*:  That sounds good.  Your idea that they may be feeding off energy is an excellent hypothesis.

FCO_Cmdr_Adams-MacLeod says:
@CTO: Now Paige, drop the force field. :: crouches, ready to grab the trole ::

CNS_Lt_So`Quon says:
::enters the bridge and takes a seat next to Tessa:: ACO: Sickbay has a pen set up for quarantine measures in case we need it for the animals. We can put them to sleep with gas safely there, but if you ask me, I say we flood the entire ship with gaseous Imaprovoline and just calm them, and us, down.

CTO_Lt_Harker says:
@::drops field with a tap of the button, stands ready.::

Host Capt_Hyde says:
@:: winces as the force field drops::

EO_Ens_Delgado says:
::proceeded to activate all force fields to isolate  in deck 7:: *CO*: Ma'am, May I suggest another approach, much faster?

FCO_Cmdr_Adams-MacLeod says:
@ :: jumps towards the panel and opens it then reaches inside :: All: He's in here.

Host Capt_Hyde says:
@::Bends over placing cage on deck with end open::

ACO_Cmdr_Jakiel says:
CSO:  Wildstar, work with engineering on that idea and try to implement it as fast as possible.  ::resumes her frenetic pacing::

FCO_Cmdr_Adams-MacLeod says:
@ :: grabs the trole and pulls :: All: He's a big one. :: grunts as she pulls ::

CSO_Lt_Wildstar says:
ACO: And we have to make new circuits. I recommend engineering teams and security teams to deck 7 to complete the necessary repairs. So far only too systems are down. But as they are going to main core, more functions can be lost.

CTO_Lt_Harker says:
@::has phaser on console that the FCO has her arm in.::

Host Capt_Hyde says:
@:: Shudders as the Commander tugs on the critter::

EO_Ens_Delgado says:
*CSO*: Can you get a lock on them with the teleport? I can set a temporary containment field here in the cargo bay.

FCO_Cmdr_Adams-MacLeod says:
@ :: pulls out a sleepy trole :: Hyde: The box.

ACO_Cmdr_Jakiel says:
::looks at Quon with a most perplexed expression and nods, glad of his presence::  CNS: That sounds good, but maybe not with the entire ship.  What about just the decks with the most of those troles?

Host Capt_Hyde says:
@::pushes the cage toward the Commander and the creature::

CSO_Lt_Wildstar says:
*EO*: Let me run a diagnosis. ::running diagnosis on the transporter::

FCO_Cmdr_Adams-MacLeod says:
@Hyde: Well open it! :: looks at Paige and shrugs ::

Host Tim says:
ACTION: INTERNAL COMM ON DUBLIN BECOMES SPORATIC

EO_Ens_Delgado says:
Computer: Is all access to deck 7 isolated and locked with force fields?

ACO_Cmdr_Jakiel says:
::turns back to Wildstar::  CSO: Right.  Get on it.  *EO*: Go ahead with your other idea...

CNS_Lt_So`Quon says:
ACO: Well, I wasn't very serious about the Imaprovoline, but yes, we should have the overrun decks evacuated and flood those areas with knockout gas.

ACO_Cmdr_Jakiel says:
::realizes she's way too distressed and didn't even 'catch' Quon's ire with the suggestion::

EO_Ens_Delgado says:
*CO*: The shocking system ma'am?

Host Tim says:
ACTION: THE DUBLIN SHUDDERS AND EO'S CONSULE INDICATES THE IDF IS FLICKERING ON AND OFF

CSO_Lt_Wildstar says:
::pushing buttons very fast::*EO*: Teleporting them now.

EO_Ens_Delgado says:
:;activates containment field::

Host Capt_Hyde says:
@:: The bloody thing is open Commander! ::notes the end has shut and reopens it::

FCO_Cmdr_Adams-MacLeod says:
@ :: pushes the trole inside the cage and shuts the door :: All: Whew!

ACO_Cmdr_Jakiel says:
::stops and tries to catch her breath, trying to calm down::  ~~~CNS:  And here I thought this was some little jaunt to run out here and wrap up the problem...~~~

Host Capt_Hyde says:
@::Jumps back as the cage is shut::

ACO_Cmdr_Jakiel says:
::tenses anew and looks around when the ship shudders::

CSO_Lt_Wildstar says:
ACO: Scanning for the troles. ::pushes buttons::

FCO_Cmdr_Adams-MacLeod says:
@CTO: Paige, can you make sure that Lieutenant Wildstar gets this please? :: indicated the creature as she pushes the cage towards the CTO ::

ACO_Cmdr_Jakiel says:
*EO*:  The shocking system?  Please explain...

CTO_Lt_Harker says:
@::Steps toward cage, only slightly relaxing.:: FCO: Yes Ma'am. ::Stands near Cage.::

Host Tim says:
ACTION: ALL THE TROLES ON THE DUBLIN HAVE BEEN TRANSPORTED TO THE CONTAINMENT FIELD

CSO_Lt_Wildstar says:
ACO: The troles are in the containment field.

FCO_Cmdr_Adams-MacLeod says:
@ :: turns to Hyde :: Hyde: You're safe now Captain, relax.


CNS_Lt_So`Quon says:
~~~ACO: You know better than I it is never that simple.~~~ ::goes over to OPS and monitors the situation from there::

EO_Ens_Delgado says:
*CO*: The system to give electrical shocks on the troles, but it is not now necessary, our plan worked fine.

CTO_Lt_Harker says:
@::glances at the Trole:: FCO: Ready when you are Ma'am.

Host Capt_Hyde says:
@FCO: And my ship?!

CSO_Lt_Wildstar says:
Self: Wow. That was close.

FCO_Cmdr_Adams-MacLeod says:
@Hyde: We'll deal with your ship as soon as we get back to the Dublin.

CSO_Lt_Wildstar says:
*EO*: Repair teams should be assembled.

CTO_Lt_Harker says:
@::Keeps watch on the box.::

ACO_Cmdr_Jakiel says:
*EO*:  I see that it did! Very good work.  ::glances at Wildstar too::  ~~~CNS: Yes, I really should have known better.~~~  ::finally starts to relax::

Host Capt_Hyde says:
@FCO: By the time those critters finish with it it'll be worthless.  Who's going to pay for my vessel?

FCO_Cmdr_Adams-MacLeod says:
@CTO: Go ahead and have the box transported to the Dublin Paige and tell them we're secure here.

EO_Ens_Delgado says:
::counts the critters inside the field:: *CSO*: Aye aye sir, maybe someone should come here and study these animals. :;starts contacting and organizing the repair crews::

CTO_Lt_Harker says:
@FCO: Yes Ma'am with your permission someone should go with it.

OPS_Ens_Daniels says:
ACO:  Would you like me to establish a back-up for the containment field, ma'am?

CSO_Lt_Wildstar says:
ACO: Ma’am, I going to the containment field and start studying these things.

CNS_Lt_So`Quon says:
CSO: Go ahead and apply the gas to the specimens first, just to be on the safe side.

ACO_Cmdr_Jakiel says:
CNS:  Lieutenant, can you see to it that we have a sample to examine...very confined, though.  ::adds the last with emphasis::  I'd like to see it too.

Host Tim says:
ACTION: EPS JUNCTIONS BOXES IN FOUR DECK SEVEN COMPARTMENTS BLOW DUE TO OVERLOADS


ACO_Cmdr_Jakiel says:
OPS:  Yes, do that, please.

FCO_Cmdr_Adams-MacLeod says:
@CTO: You can go Paige; just make sure you get that creature to a safe area.

ACO_Cmdr_Jakiel says:
*EO*:  Status on the systems?

CTO_Lt_Harker says:
@FCO: Yes Ma'am.

CTO_Lt_Harker says:
@*OPS*: This is Lieutenant Harker with one trole specimen awaiting transport.

OPS_Ens_Daniels says:
ACO:  I'm getting readings of EPS junction boxes that are blown on deck 7 due to overloads.  Shall I notify engineering?

CSO_Lt_Wildstar says:
ACO: Ma’am, we have blownouts in four compartments at deck seven.

EO_Ens_Delgado says:
*CO*: Still unoperational ma'am, changing all those conduits is going to take time, any priorities?

FCO_Cmdr_Adams-MacLeod says:
@Hyde: Captain, I'm sure that the Dublin is working on the problem of the troles, but if it makes you happy, I'll contact them and see what they've found. :: glares at Hyde ::

CNS_Lt_So`Quon says:
::goes to answer Tessa, but hears the CSO report:: CSO: Does that affect the containment field in the cargo bay?

ACO_Cmdr_Jakiel says:
OPS:  You won't need to, I'm sure it's lighting up engineering screens.  Monitor for any other ship communications.  We sure wouldn't want to get caught unawares.

OPS_Ens_Daniels says:
*CTO*:  I'm establishing a lock on the specimen, Sir.  Transporting to the containment field.

CSO_Lt_Wildstar says:
CNS: Checking it now.

OPS_Ens_Daniels says:
ACO:  Aye, Ma'am.

CTO_Lt_Harker says:
@*OPS*: And transport me as near as you can I need to make sure everything is secure.

ACO_Cmdr_Jakiel says:
CNS/CSO: Priorities, gentlemen, for engineering?

OPS_Ens_Daniels says:
ACO:  Ma'am, CTO has requested I transport the specimen to the containment field.  Do I have your permission to do so?

ACO_Cmdr_Jakiel says:
*EO*: We're discussing that.  Any suggestions?

OPS_Ens_Daniels says:
*CTO*: Aye, awaiting confirmation of orders.

CTO_Lt_Harker says:
*OPS*: Understood.

CNS_Lt_So`Quon says:
ACO: We must maintain power to the cargo first and foremost and have the specimens sedated as quickly as possible.

CSO_Lt_Wildstar says:
ACO/*EO*: Containment field, life support, sensors. And off course, engineering.

ACO_Cmdr_Jakiel says:
OPS: There's a containment area in sickbay ready for the specimen.  Coordinate it with the Counselor.

FCO_Cmdr_Adams-MacLeod says:
@*Dublin*: Dublin, this is Commander Adams-MacLeod. Can you tell me the progress on dealing with the freighter's infestation problem? Captain Hyde is worried about his ship.

EO_Ens_Delgado says:
:;makes sure all repair crews are working frenetically, checking their positions:: *CO*: targeting ma'am and the generators of the containment fields are working fine.

OPS_Ens_Daniels says:
::Initiates transport of specimen to the containment area in sickbay.::  *CTO*:  Sir, I am transporting you to right outside sickbay.   ::Initiates transport.::

Host Capt_Hyde says:
@Mutters: Worried my arse, I want my ship back.

ACO_Cmdr_Jakiel says:
::nods at Quon and Derick::  *EO*: Cargo area is prime because of the containment field, and then as Wildstar suggested.

OPS_Ens_Daniels says:
ACO:  Incoming message from Commander Adams-MacLeod, Ma'am.

ACO_Cmdr_Jakiel says:
OPS:  Go ahead.

CNS_Lt_So`Quon says:
*Taurek*: Doctor, prepare to receive incoming specimen. We're beaming it over to your pen now.

OPS_Ens_Daniels says:
::Places the communication on view screen.::  ACO:  She is asking for a progress report on the freighter's infestation program.  Channel is open.

CSO_Lt_Wildstar says:
ACO/CNS: I'll meet doctor Taurek to investigate more about these troles.

ACO_Cmdr_Jakiel says:
<Dr Taurek> ::looks up stoically from his monitor and then rises::  *CNS*:  I received your message and will see to the specimen.

EO_Ens_Delgado says:
*CO*: Aye aye ma'am, I will send teams according to the priorities you signaled.

CNS_Lt_So`Quon says:
*Taurek*: My thanks. Bridge out.

Host Tim says:
ACTION: CTO ARRIVES IN SICKBAY AND CAGED TROLE IS IN CONTAINMENT FIELD ESTABLISHED THERE.

OPS_Ens_Daniels says:
CNS:  The specimen trole from the CTO has been beamed to a containment field in sickbay.

CNS_Lt_So`Quon says:
OPS: Good. Are the turbo lifts leading to sickbay still in good working order? I'm going down there and would rather not use the transporters if I can avoid that.

CTO_Lt_Harker says:
::Looks over the security arrangements without getting in the way.::

EO_Ens_Delgado says:
::starts working personally to repair the conduits in the cargo bay and keeps an eye on the troles and the containment field::

FCO_Cmdr_Adams-MacLeod says:
@ :: waits for an answer from the Dublin ::

ACO_Cmdr_Jakiel says:
OPS: Let Cassie know the latest scans on the Hardwell.  CSO: Derick, please see if you can figure out how to control those pests on the Hardwell too.  I don't care how.

OPS_Ens_Daniels says:
CNS:  Yes, they are.  They are working fine.

FCO_Cmdr_Adams-MacLeod says:
@ :: watches as Captain Hyde seems to be just as anxious as before ::

CTO_Lt_Harker says:
*CSO*: Harker to Wildstar, are these all of them?

CNS_Lt_So`Quon says:
::reluctantly grabs a hand phaser and enter the TL:: ACO: I'm heading down to sickbay, captain, to study our trole there.

ACO_Cmdr_Jakiel says:
OPS: Tell Cassie it's okay to return the shuttle if it's scanned and creature free.

OPS_Ens_Daniels says:
::Nods to the ACO.::  ACO:  Understood.

EO_Ens_Delgado says:
*CO*: Ma'am can you spare me some personnel from other departments? We could work much faster with some help.

FCO_Cmdr_Adams-MacLeod says:
@*Dublin*: Hello, is anyone there?

OPS_Ens_Daniels says:
*FCO*: Sir, you have permission to return the shuttle if it's scanned and is creature free.

CSO_Lt_Wildstar says:
*CTO*: I believe so. I don't find any other of it any where in the ship.

OPS_Ens_Daniels says:
CSO:  Lieutenant Wildstar, if you will, can you give me an update on the status of the Hardwell so that I may relay that information to the FCO?

ACO_Cmdr_Jakiel says:
*EO*:  Sure.  Pull in some crewmen and knowledgeable cadets that are off duty, too.

FCO_Cmdr_Adams-MacLeod says:
@*OPS*: We're clean here as far as I can tell. Did Wildstar run the scans yet?

CNS_Lt_So`Quon says:
::feels like a joke to soften the mood a little:: ~~~ACO: My Imzadi...the pest control specialist.~~~ ::echoes a deep mental chuckle to her:: TL: Sickbay!

OPS_Ens_Daniels says:
*FCO*: Checking with her now.

OPS_Ens_Daniels says:
CSO:  Scans on the Hardwell?

CTO_Lt_Harker says:
*CSO*: Thanks. Harker out. ::sends her teams to visually confirm the rest of the ship is trole free, as they go deck by deck.::

CSO_Lt_Wildstar says:
OPS/*FCO*: All systems at the Hardwell are failing. ::looks a little bit angry to the young OPS::

Host Tim says:
ACTION: THE SICKBAY CONTAINMENT FIELD FLICKERS OFF THEN BACK ON

CSO_Lt_Wildstar says:
Self: Now what.

CTO_Lt_Harker says:
*Bridge*: We're having trouble with containment here...

EO_Ens_Delgado says:
*CO*: Thank you ma'am. ::starts adding personnel to other departments to the repair crews and increases the number of the crews:: 

Host Capt_Hyde says:
@FCO: I see no one is all that concerned about my ship.

FCO_Cmdr_Adams-MacLeod says:
@*CSO*: Are we cleared by the scans?

OPS_Ens_Daniels says:
*FCO*:  Ma'am, systems on the Hardwell are failing.  It doesn't look good.

CTO_Lt_Harker says:
::Orders a team with phaser rifles to sickbay in case the containment fails.

ACO_Cmdr_Jakiel says:
::can't help but chuckle at Quon's mental title::  ~~~CNS:  Thank you my love...I needed that.~~~  ::taps her commbadge and in a more serious tone:: *CNS*: Counselor, our 'guests' will be arriving momentarily and I can tell you that they will need a little calming also.  Do you think you could meet with them when the shuttle comes in?

FCO_Cmdr_Adams-MacLeod says:
@*OPS*: Just get us cleared to return!

OPS_Ens_Daniels says:
*FCO*:  Working on it, ma'am.  
CSO:  Ma'am, is the FCO's shuttle scan free?  May she return?

CTO_Lt_Harker says:
::A security team arrives and takes up positions outside of the containment field. Harker eyes the field worriedly.::

CSO_Lt_Wildstar says:
ACO: Ma’am, the Hardwell. Its core is receiving feed back because of the failing systems.

FCO_Cmdr_Adams-MacLeod says:
@Hyde: Patience Captain. Tell me about what the troles were doing on your ship. Were they migrating to a specific area?

CNS_Lt_So`Quon says:
*ACO*: Of course. I will divert to the shuttle bay immediately. ::adjusts turbolift destination::

CSO_Lt_Wildstar says:
::scanning the shuttles::

FCO_Cmdr_Adams-MacLeod says:
@ :: moves into the pilot's seat again and turns the shuttle back towards the Dublin ::

CNS_Lt_So`Quon says:
*CTO*: Lieutenant, how are conditions in sickbay at the present time?

ACO_Cmdr_Jakiel says:
::hears OPS speaking of the Hardwell's failures::  CSO: Derick, is there any danger to the Dublin if the Hardwell fails completely?

OPS_Ens_Daniels says:
*CTO*: Sir, I'm getting fluctuations in the containment field.  I'm trying to stabilize the containment field.

CTO_Lt_Harker says:
*CNS*: The containment field flickered but is holding, I've a security team here. We're hoping to hold them here. We've got all exits and hidy holes covered.

Host Capt_Hyde says:
@FCO: How would I know? I didn't even know they were aboard.

CTO_Lt_Harker says:
*OPS*: Thank you Ensign much in your debt.

ACO_Cmdr_Jakiel says:
<Dr Taurek> *CNS*: The specimen arrived and will be kept sedated and contained.

EO_Ens_Delgado says:
* All repair crews*: Perform repairs in the fastest possible way, replace junction boxes only if impossible to reroute. Do not restore power before a diagnostic level 3.

OPS_Ens_Daniels says:
::Checks to make sure the back-up containment field is established .. just in case.::

CSO_Lt_Wildstar says:
Self: Nothing at all, just a big badaboom. ::speaks very low:: ACO: It may collapse the main core and the ship explode.

Host Capt_Hyde says:
@FCO: They were in those crates from Starbase 10. You should be asking them about the creatures.

ACO_Cmdr_Jakiel says:
::looks very serious:: CSO:  I was afraid of that.  AFCO: Move us away from the Hardwell.

EO_Ens_Delgado says:
*OPS*: Do you need a portable generator for the other containment field?

OPS_Ens_Daniels says:
CSO:  Ma'am?  ::A bit hesitant and nervous to ask.::  The FCO would like to return sometime soon.  Has her shuttle been scanned?


CNS_Lt_So`Quon says:
*CTO*: Understood. Your diligence is appreciated, Ms. Harker. ::exits the turbolift and heads for the shuttle bay::

Host Capt_Hyde says:
@FCO: I just shuttle stuff back and forth between Starbase 5 and Starbase 10… with stops at Federation colonies along the way.

FCO_Cmdr_Adams-MacLeod says:
@Hyde: The Dublin picked up some crates there as well. :: thinks ::

OPS_Ens_Daniels says:
*EO*:  That would help.  If you could get it to sickbay, that would be great.

ACO_Cmdr_Jakiel says:
CSO:  In your estimation how soon until the situation on that freighter deteriorates to the destruction point?

CTO_Lt_Harker says:
*CNS*: Welcome Lieutenant, I'll be leading another team to watch the group in the cargo bay containment field.

CSO_Lt_Wildstar says:
::looks at the impatient OPS: *FCO*: You are clear.

OPS_Ens_Daniels says:
*EO*:  Right now I'm pulling from ship's non-essential resources for the back-up containment field, but it would be good to get a portable generator down there just in case.

CNS_Lt_So`Quon says:
*Taurek*: I will be by soon to conduct some tests on the trole. So'Quon out.

FCO_Cmdr_Adams-MacLeod says:
@*CSO*: About time! Thanks.

OPS_Ens_Daniels says:
::Smiles sweetly at the CSO, knowing the FCO won't hate her for making her wait.::

CTO_Lt_Harker says:
::Leaves one officer in command and gets another security team, similarly equipped to keep an eye on the group of trolls in the cargo bay containment area.::

EO_Ens_Delgado says:
*OPS*: I have a spare one and here everything is under control here, I have Chief Wilikins controlling the field. I will join you shortly in sickbay.

FCO_Cmdr_Adams-MacLeod says:
@*Dublin*: Dublin this is shuttle Gryphon on approach.

OPS_Ens_Daniels says:
::Giggles.::  *EO*:  Sir .. I'm not in sickbay, but the generator will be needed there.

CTO_Lt_Harker says:
<Ensign Goober>::Steps forward and continues to monitor the troll as the rest of the team stands by.::

CNS_Lt_So`Quon says:
*OPS*: Ensign Daniels, what is the ETA on Commander MacLeod's shuttle?

OPS_Ens_Daniels says:
*CNS*:  On approach now, sir.  Does she have permission to dock?


Host Capt_Hyde says:
@::Looks at his crew and shrugs and they respond with nods. They all know how much hassle they'll get now that Fleet is involved::

EO_Ens_Delgado says:
::checks the main containment field with a tricorder one last time then head to sickbay with a generator:: *OPS*: Ohh what do I know here from the bowels of the ship? I will be shortly in sickbay.

ACO_Cmdr_Jakiel says:
*Gryphon*: Bring her on in, Cassie.  We need you up on the bridge as soon as possible.

CNS_Lt_So`Quon says:
*OPS*: You will have to clear that with the captain first. I will be in the shuttle bay to greet their arrival.

CSO_Lt_Wildstar says:
ACO: Overload on Hardwell in 45 minutes.

ACO_Cmdr_Jakiel says:
*Gryphon*:  Counselor So'Quon will be taking care of the Hardwell crew as soon as you dock.

FCO_Cmdr_Adams-MacLeod says:
@*ACO*: On our way Commander. Stand by.

CTO_Lt_Harker says:
::Arrives in the cargo bay where the other trolls are being held and sets up a perimeter guard.:: Security Team: None of these things gets through, unless you want them happily chewing on the warp core.

OPS_Ens_Daniels says:
*ACO*:  Captain, FCO's shuttle on approach.

FCO_Cmdr_Adams-MacLeod says:
@*ACO*: Understood ma'am. Any word on the Hardwell?

CNS_Lt_So`Quon says:
::enters the shuttle bay landing deck and watches the Gryphon's approach carefully.::

CTO_Lt_Harker says:
@::The remaining security officers on the FCO's shuttle stay near the FCO and the Hardwell crew.::

CSO_Lt_Wildstar says:
ACO: Maybe I can prevent it to explode. Maybe if we beam the main core out and tractor the ship far enough, there will be no problem. What do you think?

ACO_Cmdr_Jakiel says:
::clears her throat before answering:: *Gryphon*: You'll be apprised of that once you're on the bridge.

FCO_Cmdr_Adams-MacLeod says:
@ :; guides the Gryphon towards the shuttle bay opening :: Hyde: The counselor will meet us and take you and your crew to sickbay to be checked out I expect.

OPS_Ens_Daniels says:
*EO*:  Understood, Sir.  Good luck.  Don't let those little critters out.

EO_Ens_Delgado says:
::orders another engineering crewman to bring the generator to sick bay and to hook it up. Enters main engineering to start controls on the IDF::


CTO_Lt_Harker says:
*ACO*: This is Harker. I've secured the Cargo Bay troles as best I can.

Host Capt_Hyde says:
@FCO: We're not sick, just angry.

ACO_Cmdr_Jakiel says:
CSO: If you think that would work, but check with engineering quickly first.

EO_Ens_Delgado says:
Computer: Run a diagnostic on the IDF, level 4 first.

CNS_Lt_So`Quon says:
::waits for Gryphon to touch down before walking towards it any closer::

Host Tim says:
ACTION: THE SHUTTLE GRYPHON LANDS IN DUBLIN

FCO_Cmdr_Adams-MacLeod says:
:: enters the Dublin shuttle bay and sets the shuttle down gently ::Hyde : Here we are.

OPS_Ens_Daniels says:
ACO:  Captain, why don't we beam all the troles to the freighter but one specimen.  If she's going to blow, why not send the troles there?

ACO_Cmdr_Jakiel says:
::monitors the shuttle boarding herself and sees that it has docked::  AFCO: Move us away from the Hardwell, now!

FCO_Cmdr_Adams-MacLeod says:
:; cracks the hatch quickly ::

Host Capt_Hyde says:
FCO: Well pass time I say.

CTO_Lt_Harker says:
<McCann>ACO: OPS has a point Ma'am.

FCO_Cmdr_Adams-MacLeod says:
<Rien> ACO: Aye Commander.

FCO_Cmdr_Adams-MacLeod says:
<Rien>:: turns the Dublin away from the Hardwell ::

OPS_Ens_Daniels says:
Self:  Send those babies to trole heaven!

ACO_Cmdr_Jakiel says:
OPS:  Because that might be an infringement on the freighter's rights.  And we do not know the status of the Hardwell at this point.

CSO_Lt_Wildstar says:
*EO*: Is it possible to beam out the main core of the Hardwell and them tractor the ship out of the range of the blast. We have less then 35 minutes to do it. ::knowing it is 10 minutes more but he needs a margin of error::

CNS_Lt_So`Quon says:
::steps over to the shuttle hatch, hands held together behind his back, and smiles his best smile:: FCO: Welcome back Commander. Hyde: Greetings, Captain.

CTO_Lt_Harker says:
<McCann>::At the TO station waits till no one is looking then rolls his eyes.::

FCO_Cmdr_Adams-MacLeod says:
<Rien> ACO: Ma'am, there seems to be a problem with inertial dampening field.

OPS_Ens_Daniels says:
ACO:  Understood, Captain.  Just trying to give another option here.

EO_Ens_Delgado says:
*CSO*: Without IFD we don't go anywhere sir, we could use just thrusters.

ACO_Cmdr_Jakiel says:
*CTO*: Paige, get those troles in cryo in sickbay.  They can't do any harm there.

FCO_Cmdr_Adams-MacLeod says:
:: smiles at Quon :: CNS: Glad to be back.

FCO_Cmdr_Adams-MacLeod says:
<Rien> ACO: We don't have warp Commander.

CNS_Lt_So`Quon says:
Hyde: Welcome to the starship Dublin, sir. You and your crew have quarters set aside until we resolve this situation and work to save your ship.

CTO_Lt_Harker says:
*ACO*: Yes Ma'am but wouldn't transporting them be safer?

EO_Ens_Delgado says:
*CSO*: I isolated the problem, time of repair 20 minutes.

ACO_Cmdr_Jakiel says:
*CTO*:  Paige, if shields aren't up, they need to be.  ::almost groans to hear Rien's message:: Rien: Yes, and what is the problem with them?

CTO_Lt_Harker says:
*ACO*: The containment is holding Ma'am. ::Puzzled.::

FCO_Cmdr_Adams-MacLeod says:
<Rien> ACO: It's all this system failures that keep happening. Something seems to be draining them Commander.

CSO_Lt_Wildstar says:
*EO*: Thanks.

FCO_Cmdr_Adams-MacLeod says:
:: hurries to the bridge where she can help hopefully ::

EO_Ens_Delgado says:
::starts changing the isolinear chips and others parts in the IDF system::

Host Capt_Hyde says:
CNS: Are you the one that'll get me a new ship?

ACO_Cmdr_Jakiel says:
*CTO*: Yes, transport them according to Dr Taurek's coordinates for cryogenics.

CTO_Lt_Harker says:
*ACO*: Yes Ma'am. Harker out. ::Goes to the transport station and preps for transport.::

Host Tim says:
::Hardwell crew crowds around to hear the answer::

FCO_Cmdr_Adams-MacLeod says:
:: waits for the lift to arrive on the bridge, but glad to be away from Hyde ::

ACO_Cmdr_Jakiel says:
Rien:  Talk to engineering about that then.  And have them keep me informed.

FCO_Cmdr_Adams-MacLeod says:
<Rien> ACO: Aye Commander.

CTO_Lt_Harker says:
*Sickbay*: Prepare for transport of 72 Trolls to cryo.

CNS_Lt_So`Quon says:
::blinks his ruby red eyes at the human:: Hyde: We're working to save your ship now so that isn't necessary, sir. I am ship's counselor So'Quon, by the way. May I escort your people to our VIP quarters for the time being?

Host Capt_Hyde says:
CNS: As you wish.

FCO_Cmdr_Adams-MacLeod says:
:: steps onto the bridge and over to Tessa :: ACO: What the devil is happening Tessa?

ACO_Cmdr_Jakiel says:
<Dr Taurek> *CTO*:  Understood, Lieutenant.  Cryogenics is prepared for the transport as soon as you are able.

EO_Ens_Delgado says:
:: enters a Jeffrey tube with another load of chips, open a panel and starts changing them::

CTO_Lt_Harker says:
*Sickbay*: Commencing transport. ::taps the proper keys.::

Host Tim says:
ACTION: THE 72 TROLES ARE BEAMED TO CRYOGENICS POD

CSO_Lt_Wildstar says:
ACO: Can we do the same with the Troles on Hardwell?

ACO_Cmdr_Jakiel says:
::looks at Cassie:: FCO:  It's the troles on the ship.  The system failures are going critical.  We're trying to save the Hardwell.  Wildstar and Delgado are on it.  Go ahead and relieve Rien.  We need to keep the Dublin safe just in case.

CTO_Lt_Harker says:
*sickbay*: Transport complete, Status?

FCO_Cmdr_Adams-MacLeod says:
:: nods to Cali ::

EO_Ens_Delgado says:
::enters another tube and finishes changing chips:: *CSO*: You should have the IDF in 5 minutes sir.

FCO_Cmdr_Adams-MacLeod says:
ACO: Understood Tessa. We'll make it.....I know it. :: gives her a smile and moves over to relieve Cali ::

CNS_Lt_So`Quon says:
::nods to the TOs to follow as he leads Hyde and the others to Deck 5 for the VIP rooms::

CSO_Lt_Wildstar says:
*EO*: Very well Ensign.

ACO_Cmdr_Jakiel says:
<Dr Taurek> *CTO*: The specimens are accounted for and in cryogenic status.

OPS_Ens_Daniels says:
ACO:  I'm showing all troles have successfully been beamed to cryogenics pod.

CTO_Lt_Harker says:
::two TO's follow as instructed by the CNS.::

CTO_Lt_Harker says:
*Sickbay*: Understood. Harker out.

ACO_Cmdr_Jakiel says:
::is grateful for Cassie's confidence::  CSO: How much time left?  Do you think you'll make it?

CSO_Lt_Wildstar says:
ACO: 30 minutes.

Host Tim says:
<<<Pause Mission>>>
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